g8	RAG-TIME   AND   TANGO
incurious men lounged at the corner of a little plaza or tilted
their vast hats together in endless Sunday conference, A
morning band defied the hour of breakfast with the pounding
time and wailing minor of a tango. Mantillas on their way
to church hurried past with ears averted; and the big,
pointed hats went slipping round every corner and up every
alley on the mysterious errands of a strange town. Below
the plaza, where the roads drop suddenly towards the river,
the sunlight fell full on the Rio Grande wandering, broad
and blue, between two bright green banks towards the Gulf.
A yellow bridge strode into Mexico; and at the end of it a
strange tricolour hung limply above a shed, where small
brown men made passes at official papers, and the glory of
them all—the doorkeeper of Mexico—sat superb in the
sunshine of the roadway, belted with cartridges, a miracle
of ivory-butted private artillery on either hip.
Across the river the road climbed steeply in the sun-
shine ; and a little town lay in the dust beside it, like its
unnumbered dogs. It was a sad, Conradian little place, lit
only by the smiles of negroes and the eyes of children. You
could buy fresh gardenias from a black bambino ; but you
bought them in a dismal drinking-vault (there is no other
industry along the border between Latin depravity and the
Eighteenth Amendment). And all around the mud houses
lay peeling in the sunshine. Even the soldiers at the roofless
fort on the hill, strange little heirs of Montezuma, lounged in
their ill-fitting khaki and exhibited their Chinese profiles
against a peeling wall of unroofed mud. Dogs pointed at
incalculable garbage. Children played in pools. And,
taller than ever, the pointed hats slipped by on their
mysterious errands.
But the note of Conrad, too long sustained, seemed to
break suddenly, as the symphony swept towards its second
movement; and unmistakably the voice of Babbitt rose on
the air beyond the river. Within the sheltering United
States, two hundred yards from Mexico, there was an excel-
lent hotel. A kindly clerk, some bell-boys, and an elevator

